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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a contribution to the programme of determining the maximal 
subgroups of the finite classical groups, in particular of the finite classical 
simple groups, and answers a question implicitly raised in [6]. In [6] I 
proved that the projective space PG(5, q) has a spread ,YY consisting of 
q3 + 1 totally isotropic planes of a symplectic polarity, and that the 
stabilizer G of 9 in the group PSp,(q) of the polarity is isomorphic to the 
semidirect product PSL,(q3) . (o), where (T has order 3 and is induced on the 
projective line PG( 1, q3) by the field automorphism L + 13* of the Galois field 
GF(q3). Remember that a spread is just a partition of PG(5, q), and that a 
totally isotropic plane is a plane any two of whose points are conjugate in 
the symplectic polarity. Earlier [4] I constructed (by different means) 9 for 
the case q = 2, and proved that in this case G is maximal in 
PSp,(2) ; Sp,(2). That proof involved detailed arithmetic computations 
using the full character table Sp,(2) and so is peculiar to the case q = 2. 
Here I prove that if q is even, i.e., a power of 2, then G is a maximal 
subgroup of PSp,(q) = Sp,(q). 
The method of proof can apply only to the case of q even. For one thing it 
makes use of the catalogue of the maximal subgroups of PSL4(2”‘) obtained 
by Mwene [8]. For another it makes critical use of the fact that an 
orthogonal polarity in PG(5, q) is a symplectic one and this is false for fields 
of odd characteristic. The proof is not long but it depends via Mwene’s result 
on deep classification theorems for simple groups of Aschbacher [ 1] and 
Gorenstein and Gilman [7]. 
As a maximal subgroup of Sp,(q)-for q even-G has two claims to 
interest. It contains no transvections (elations), and the ratio of its index in 
Sp,(q) to its order is at least q3/18; G is a small maximal subgroup of Sp,(q) 
except when q is very small. 
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2. THE MAXIMALITY THEOREM 
Our result is the following: 
THEOREM. If q = 2”, then Sp,(q) g PSp,(q) has for a maximal subgroup 
the semidirect product G = PSL,(q3) . (a), where u has period 3 and is 
induced by the field automorphism 1 -+ Aq of GF(q’). G is the stabilizer in 
PSp,(q) of a spread Y of PG(5, q) of totally isotropic planes and contains 
no transvections. 
Proof: We divide this into several steps. The isomorphisms 
Sp,(q) g PSp,(q) and PSL,(q3) z SL,(q3) are trivial and standard. 
(a) Let A be a symplectic polarity in PG(5, q) with stabilizer PSp,(q). By 
(6, pp. 177, 179, 1801 there is a spread ,Y of PG(5, q) consisting of q3 + 1 
totally isotropic planes with respect to A whose stabilizer in PSp,(q) is 
G = PSL,(q3) . (a); we need the fact that PSp,(q3) = PSL,(q3) [ 2, p. 3081. 
We now list what information from [6] we need about G. 
(i) G acts triply transitively on the planes of Y’ (6, p. 1791. 
(ii) G acts transitively on the points of PG(5, q) [6, p. 1821. 
(iii) There are q3(q3 + 1)/2 ruled (or hyperbolic) quadrics with the 
same polarity as A. G acts transitively on this set of quadrics. Each such 
quadric contains two planes of ,Y and meets each other plane of .~Y’ in a line 
[6, pp. 190, 1911. 
(iv) /G] = 3q3(q3 - l)(q3 + 1) [6, p, 1811. 
(b) The polar space of a totally isotropic line 1 with respect o .4 is the 
joint of 1 to a skew nonisotropic line 1’. Each totally isotropic plane through 1 
is the join of 1 to a point of 1’. Since 1 has q + 1 points there are thus q + 1 
totally isotropic planes through 1. Since each totally isotropic plane contains 
(q3 - i)/(q - 1) lines, all totally isotropic, there are altogether 
(q + 1) N(q - l)/(q3 - 1) totally isotropic planes in PG(5, q), where IV is the 
number of totally isotropic lines. The polar space of a point is the join of 
that point to a skew nonisotropic PG(3, q) which has (q4 - l)/(q - 1) points. 
Thus, through each point pass (q4 - l)/(q - 1) totally isotropic lines each 
containing (q + 1) points. Since there are (q6 - l)/(q - 1) points 
N= Gt - m4 - 1) (q6 - w?* + 1) 
G- lN9- 1)(9+ 1) = (9-l) * 
Hence the number of totally isotropic planes is 
(8 - 1m2 + 1) . (9 + lh - 1) = (q3 + l)(q* + l)(q + 1) 
(9- 1) (4’ - 1) 
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Thus the number of totally isotropic planes that are not members of, / is 
(q3 + WI* + l)(q + 1) - (43 + 1) = (43 + l)(q? + q + I)q. 
Since two planes of .Y are skew, no totally isotropic plane can meet two 
planes of 5“ in lines. We calculate the number A4 of totally isotropic planes 
not in ,-Y’ that meet one plane of .Y’ in a line. By the argument above, 
through a line of a plane p of .“Y pass q + 1 totally isotropic planes, one of 
which is p. Thus, since p has q2 + q + 1 lines and I.9 / = q3 + 1, 
M=q(q2+q+ l)(q3 + 1). 
From the previous paragraph we deduce that each totally isotropic plane not 
in .M meets exactly one member of .9’ in a line. It must, since it has 
q2 + q + 1 points each of which is in one plane of the partition .ic’, meet q2 
members of 9 each in a point. 
(c) Our next aim is to show hat G acts transitively on the totally isotropic 
planes not in 9. First we establish a property of the Sylow 2-subgroups of 
G. By (a)(&) such a subgroup has order q 3. Thus the set S of all matrices of 
the form (A +) with II in GF(q3) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G z SL,(q3) - (u) g PSL,(q3) . (a). C onsidered as acting on the projective 
line PG( 1, q”) S fixes the point (1,0) and acts transitively on the other q3 
points: (0, 1) can be taken to (A, 1). There is 16, pp. 175, 1761 a bijection 
from the set of points of PG(1, q”) to the planes of .Y and G acts on .Y as 
PS~2(q3). ( > t D ac s on PG(1, q3): this is the basic construction of 16 1. 
Hence, considered as acting in PG(5, q), S, and thus by their conjugacy 
every Sylow 2-subgroup of G, fixes one plane of .Y‘ and permutes the others 
transitively. There are (q6 - l)/(q - 1) points of PG(5, q). Hence, by (a)(ii) 
and (iv) the stabilizer in G of a point has order 3q3(q - 1) and so contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. The stabilizer must fix the unique plane of .Y 
through its point. Hence, by the previous paragraph, the stabilizer in G of a 
point acts transitively on the planes of .Y. not through the point. 
Let rr, and n, be totally isotropic planes not in .Y. In accordance with (b) 
let pi be the unique plane of ,Y meeting ni in a line and let p: be a plane of 
.P meeting 7zi in just a point, say Pi. So pi # pf for i = 1, 2. By (a)(ii) there 
is an element g, in G such that g, P, = P,. Then since p,I is the unique plane 
of .Y through Pi, we must have g, p; = pi. Let g, 7r, = rc3 and g, pz = p3. 
Then rc3 is a totally isotropic plane not in .Y‘ that meets p3 in an line and pi 
just in P,. Since pi # p3 the planep, of .M does not contain P,. Thus, by the 
previous paragraph there is an element g, in G such that g,P, = P, and 
g, p3 = p, . Let nq = g, n3. Then 71, and z., are rr4 are totally isotropic planes 
through P, each meeting p1 in a line. Both rc, and rr, lie in the polar space, a 
PG(4, q), of P, with respect to A. This contains pi, Were it to contain p,, 
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then p, and pi would have at least one point in common which contradicts 
their skewness. Hence the polar PG(4, q) of P, meets p, in a line. Thus 71, 
and rc4 both meet p, in this line. Since each contains P, we have 7~, = 71,. 
Hence x, = g, g, 7r2. Hence G is transitive on the totally isotropic planes not 
in 9. 
(d) Suppose that 
G < H < Pspdq). (1) 
Since G is the stabilizer of .Y in PSp,(q), we see from (c) that H acts tran- 
sitively on the set of all totally isotropic planes. Thus, if J is the stabilizer in 
H of a plane p of ,!%‘, then by (b), 
I4 = IfWs” + lhz + lk + 1). (2) 
But J contains the stabilizer in G of p which, by (a)(i) and (iv), has order 
3q3(q3 - 1). Hence 3q3(q3 - 1) divides IJ] and so, by (2) 
IHI = 3q3(q6 - l)(q* + l)(q + 1)L 
for some positive integer L. 
(3) 
(e) Let Q be a ruled (hyperbolic) quadric with the same polarity as A. 
Then Q contains two families of planes [3] and the group of Q fixing each 
family is the (first) special orthogonal group SO:(q) z PSO: (q) [ 5, p. 4 17 ]. 
By (a)(iii), Q contains just two planes of Y, say pI and pz. These are skew 
and so are one in each family in Q [3, pp. 50,651. By (a)(i), G is transitive 
on the (q3 + l)q3/2 pairs of planes of Y, so each of these pairs of planes lies 
on some ruled quadric with the same polarity as A. There are, by (a)(iii), 
(q3 + l)q3/2 such quadrics. Hence each pair of planes of 9 lies on exactly 
one of these quadrics and the stabilizer of the pair p, and p2 in G is the 
stabilizer of Q in G. By (a)(i) this contains elements interchanging p, and p2 
and thus interchanging the two families of planes on Q. Hence the stabilizer 
in H of Q has, by (l), a subgroup K of index 2 which is its intersection with 
SO,‘(q). By (1) and (a)(iii), H is transitive on the (q3 + l)q3/2 ruled 
quadrics with the same polarity as A and so, by (3) 
IKI = 3(q3 - l)(q’ + l)(q + 1)L. (4) 
(f) There is a standard isomorphism PSOZ (q) r PSL,(q) [2, p. 3081 
induced by the Klein representation of the lines of PG(3, q). So K is a 
subgroup of PSL,(q). Our next aim is to show that K is PSL,(q). This we do 
by showing that K lies in no maxima1 subgroup of PSL,(q). 
If F is a maxima1 subgroup of PSL,(q), then one of the following 
possibilities holds [8, pp. 79, 80, 8 1 ]: 
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(i) (F( = q6(q3 - l)(q* - l)(q - 1); 
(ii) JPJ = q6(q - 1)3(q + 1)‘: 
(iii) (F( = 24(q - 1)3; 
(iv) JFI = 2q*(q - l)-‘(q + l)*; 
(VI IFI = 2q2(q2 - WI2 + l)(q + 1); 
(vi) IF/= IPSL,(r)l, where r = 2” and v 
is an integer for which m/v is prime; 
(vii> IFI = IWqI; 
(viii) IFJ = IPSU,(r2)l if q = r*, where r is an integer; 
(ix) IFI = 7!/2 if q = 2. 
We show that K lies in no maximal subgroup F of PSL,(q), by 
demonstrating that the non-2 part of K is strictly larger than the non-2 part 
of ) I;[ in each of the cases (i)-(viii) so that 1 K 111 FI, and by giving a special 
argument for case (ix). For this purpose write k, 1, f for the non-2 parts of 
1 K 1 L, IF [,-respectively. 
Case (i). By (4), 
k ’ q2+l q+131>1 1 3=3 
f=Gqll * * ’ 
Cases (ii) and (iv). 
k (q2+q+lHq2+l)31= q*+q+l q*tl -= 
f (q- II2 (4+ 1) 
q2-2q+1 q+l 31>1*1*3=3. 
Case (iii). 
k 43-l q2t1 qt1 -=e-- f q-l q-l q-ll>14-l*l=l. 
Case (v). 
k q3- 1 -==331> 1*3=3. 
f q-1 
Case (vi). Write m = vp, where p is a prime. Then q = rD. Further 
12, p. 3071. 
IFI = r6(r4 - l)(r3 - l)(r* - 1). 
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k (r3p - l)(rzp + l)(rp + 1)31 -CC 
f (r4 - l)(r3 - l)(r2 - 1) 
> 
r6 - 1 r4 + 1 r* + 1 
,~~~31>11+3=3, 
since p > 2. 
Case (vii). Since Sp,(q) z PSp,(q) we have, by [2, p. 3081, 
I SP,b?l = q4k4 - WI* - 1). 
We have, after some cancellation, 
k q2+q+131>1.3=3. -= 
f q*- 1 
Case (viii). It is worth remarking that we have used here a different 
notation from Mwene. He [8, p. 811 uses U,(r’) to denote the image of 
SU,(r*) on the projective space. Since 12, p. 3071 
IPSU,(r’)l = r6(r4 - l)(r3 + l)(r* - l), 
we have, after some cancelling, 




so if I> 1 we are done as before. But if I= 1 and K <F, then by (4), the 
index of K in F divides 8. Now F is the alternating group A, of degree 7 [ 8, 
p. 801 which is simple. Hence [9, p. 991 F has no subgroup of index 2 or 4. 
Suppose that [F : K ( = 8. I can find no explicit reference for the fact that A, 
has no subgroup of index 8, so perhaps the following ad hoc argument is in 
order. If IF:K\ = 8, then (KJ = 315 = 3 ’ . 5 . 7. Thus K has an element with 
order 7 and thus contains a ‘I-cycle of F = A,. Thus K is transitive on the 7 
symbols permuted by A,, and so if A, is the alternating group of degree 6 
stabilizing in A, one of these symbols, then 1 K n A 6 ) = 3 * . 5. Since 6) 3’ . 5 
K n A 6 is not transitive on the 6 symbols permuted by A 6. But it contains an 
element with order 5 and thus a 5-cycle of A,. Hence K n A 6 <A 5, the 
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subgroup of A, fixing the symbol not in the j-cycle. This is impossible since 
]KnA,(=45 does not divide ]A5]=60. Hence ]F:K]= 1, i.e.,K=F=A,. 
Then, from (4), L = 8. Now [2, p. 3081 
I PSp,(q)l = q9(q6 - l)(q4 - l)(q2 - 1). 
By (3) and (5) for q = 2 we obtain 
(5) 
I PSp,(2) :H] = 8. 
Since PSp,(2) is simple [2, p. 3081 this implies, see 19, p. 741, that PSp,(Z) 
is a subgroup of the symmetric group Z,. This is impossible since the highest 
powers of 2 dividing I PSp,(2)( and ]Zs] are, respectively, 29 and 2’, by (5). 
Thus K lies in no maximal subgroup of PSL,(q) and so is PSL,(q). Hence 
[2, P* 3071 
Then, by (4), 
IKl = qyq4 - l)(q3 - l)(q2 - 1). 
L=;(q’- l)(q- 1). 
Hence, by (3), 
Iff = q9h6 - m4 - w7* - 1) 
and so, by (5) and (l), H= PSp,(q). Thus, by (l), G is maximal in PSp,(q). 
(g) By (c), one Sylow 2-subgroup S of G zz PSL,(q3) . (cr) consists of the 
matrices (A :) with 1 in GF(q3). Except when A = 0 each such matrix has 
order 2 and fixes no point of PG(1, q3) except (1,O). Since these points are 
in bijective correspondence with the planes of 9 each involution of G fixes 
just one plane of 9. It cannot thus fix all the points of a hyperplane and so 
is not a transvection. The proof is complete. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
From (a)(iv) and (5) we deduce that the ratio of ] PSp,(q) : G] to ] G] is 
q3(q4 - 1)/9(q4 + q2 + 1). Since 2(q4 - 1) > q4 + q2 + 1 the ratio is at least 
q3/18. As mentioned in Section 1 this is large for large q and is greater than 
one if q > 4. G is, if q > 2, a small maximal subgroup of PSp,(q). 
Our proof makes significant use of the fact that q is even. Is the result true 
when q is odd? In fact I showed in [6, pp. 179, 1831 that PSp,,(q) has a 
subgroup isomorphic to the semidirect product PSp,,(q’) . (a), where r and 
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N are integers such that n = Nr, and u has order r and is induced by the 
automorphism 1 -+ A4 of the field GF(q’). This subgroup fixes a spread of 
PG(2n - 1, q) by PG(r - 1, q). There are reasons for hoping that 
PSp(q’) . (u) is maximal in PSp,,(q) when r is a prime; it cannot be if r is 
composite. 
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